Abstract: A convex partition with respect to a point set S is a planar subdivision whose vertices are the points of S, where the boundary of the unbounded outer face is the boundary of the convex hull of S, and every bounded interior face is a convex polygon. A minimum convex partition with respect to S is a convex partition of S such that the number of convex polygons is minimised. In this paper, we will present a polynomial time algorithm to nd a minimum convex partition with respect to a point set S where S is constrained to lie on the boundaries of a xed number of nested convex hulls.
Introduction
A convex partition (convex decomposition) with respect to a point set S is a planar subdivision whose vertices are the points of S, where the boundary of the unbounded outer face is the boundary of the convex hull of S, and every bounded interior face is a convex polygon. A minimum convex partition (MCP) with respect to S is a convex partition of S such that the number of convex polygons is minimised.
With regards to polygonal domains, the rst algorithm for nding an MCP for a simple polygon was due to Greene, whose algorithm for a simple polygon with n vertices and N re ex vertices (where the interior angle is re ex) runs in O(N 2 n 2 ) time 4]. Independently, Keil presented a dynamic programming algorithm that found an MCP of a simple polygon in O(N 2 n log n) time 5] . Recently, Keil and Snoeyink have shown that an MCP of a simple polygon can be found in O(n+N 2 minfN 2 ; ng) time 6] . It is also known that for polygons with polygonal holes, the problem is NP-hard 5]. With respect to point sets, there is no published work that we are aware of for the MCP problem. In this paper, we nd an MCP with respect to a given point set S using the dynamic programming technique of \legal polygons" used by Anagnostou and Corneil for the Minimum Weight Triangulation problem for point sets 1]. The time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in the cardinality of S, where S is constrained to lie on the boundaries of a xed number of nested convex hulls. This work is an extension of work presented in a previous paper on the minimum weight convex quadrangulation problem for a constrained point set 3] . As mentioned, we use dynamic programming as in 1] and 3]. However, in both prior results, the fact that the cells in the decomposition have a constant number of sides (i.e., triangles, quadrangles) is implicit in the complexity results. A naive application of these prior methods would lead to an algorithm with a time complexity that is exponential in O(n) due to the fact that the boundaries of the cells may now be of size O(n) (this point is made in the comment that follows De nition 2.15). Thus a substantial new technique is needed for this extension of the previous results.
MCP of a Constrained Point Set
The approach of Anagnostou and Corneil is centered on a dynamic programming algorithm based on nding optimal partitions for a polynomial number of \legal polygons" of varying sizes (cardinality)
de ned from the point set, S 1]. At each stage of the algorithm, the optimal partition for a legal polygon is constructed from the best of all possible subdivisions of the polygon into partitioned legal subpolygons of smaller cardinality. Only one optimal solution is then kept for each legal polygon thus keeping the time complexity proportional to the number of legal polygons. Anagnostou and Corneil extended their method to the Minimum Weight Triangulation problem on a point set constrained to non-crossing straight lines. A more e cient solution to this latter problem was also presented by Meijer and Rappaport 7].
Preliminaries
Before we can discuss the partition of legal polygons and other aspects of the dynamic programming algorithm, we describe some terminology used in this paper. Most of the de nitions are borrowed directly from Anagnostou and Corneil 1]. Also, most of the geometric terminology is standard and details can be found in 8].
Let E 2 denote the Euclidean space in two dimensions. We assume that our point set S in E 2 is in general position, i.e., no three points are collinear. Given a set of points, S, the convex hull of S, denoted as CH(S), is de ned to be the minimum area convex polygon enclosing S. For a point x 2 S on the boundary of the convex hull CH i (S), we let h(x) be the index of the convex hull such that h(x) = i. Also, we let h denote the total number of nested convex hulls, which is the maximum i such that CH i (S) has at least one vertex on the boundary. De nition 2.5 A legal path is a path with a starting vertex on CH(S), and each vertex, x, on the path is connected to the next point, y, by a line segment (x; y) that is l.w.r. to y.
Note that the maximum length of a legal path is h ? 1 De nition 2.6 Two distinct legal paths p = (p 1 ; :::; p k ) and q = (q 1 ; :::; q l ) are de ned to be compatible if the following four conditions hold:
(1) p and q have di erent end points, i.e., p k 6 = q l ; ( 2) The open line segment connecting the two end points of p and q either does not intersect p or q or is wholly contained in either p or q; (3) There exists a partition of the plane into C, a simple curve, and C + ; C ? , two half spaces, De nition 2.7 Consider a simple polygon P. Let S be a point set in the plane including the vertices of the boundary of P, P. A convex partition of P is a planar subdivision of P whose vertices are S \ P and where every face is a convex polygon.
De nition 2.8 Let P be a simple polygon and S be a point set in the plane. We say that P is empty if (P n P) \ S = ;.
For the remainder of the paper, a convex partition of a polygon is always assumed to be a convex partition with respect to a point set S.
The dynamic programming algorithm will be based on nding the partition of legal polygons, which we now de ne. :::; q l ) where (l 1). These paths may be combined to form a legal polygon P(p; q) and its boundary P(p; q) as follows. The boundary is P(p; q) = (p k ; p k?1 ; :::; p 1 ) + (the possibly empty clockwise part of the boundary of CH(S) from p 1 to q 1 ) + (q 1 ; q 2 ; :::; q l ) + (q l ; p k ):
The legal polygon P(p; q) is the closed region of the plane bounded by P(p; q).
See gure 3 for examples for legal polygons. The legal polygons P(p; q) and P(q; p) use p = (d; k; r; u) and q = (h; m; s).
De nition 2.10 Consider a legal polygon P(p; q) and a legal path t with its endpoint z 2 S\P(p; q).
We consider t to be \completely within P(p; q)" if t P(p; q).
Note that if legal path s is completely within P(p; q), and p and q share a vertex a, and s 1 and p 1 are the vertices of s and p on CH(S), then the path from s 1 to a is identical to the path from p 1 to a. Also, a legal polygon is not strictly a simple polygon since some edges of p and q may be identical, as shown in gure 4. Therefore, the de nition of a convex partition of a polygon does not strictly apply to legal polygons.
De nition 2.11 Consider a legal polygon P(p; q). Let P 0 denote the boundary of the interior of P(p; q). Note that P 0 is the boundary of a polygon P 0 . Either P 0 is a simple polygon, or we can treat it as a simple polygon by considering any common edges of p and q as being distinct (see gure 4(a)). The partition of P(p; q) is de ned to be the partition of P 0 . If P(p; q) has no interior, its partition is null.
Partitioning of a Legal Polygon
Let P(p; q)#, the cardinality of P(p; q), denote the number of triangles in a convex partition of P(p; q) into triangles. The ordering mechanism used for our dynamic programming algorithm depends on P(p; q)#. It can be shown that P(p; q)# = (v ? 2) + 2i, where v is the number of vertices on P 0 and i is the number of points in the interior of P 0 .
Lemma 2.1 For any convex partition with respect to a point set, S, each point y not on the boundary of CH(S) is incident on an edge (x; y) that is l.w.r. to y.
Proof. Consider a convex partition of S, and consider any y 2 S interior to CH(S) and the edges incident to y. Since the angles between these edges are less than 180 degrees, there must be at least one edge incident to y and exterior to CH h(y) (S). This edge is l.w.r. to y. 2
A consequence of the property described in lemma 2.1 is the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 Given a convex partition of a legal polygon P(p; q) and a point y 2 S \ P(p; q), there exists at least one legal path t using the edges of the partition with end point y such that t is completely within P(p; q).
Proof. From lemma 2.1, we know there exists a point x such that the edge (x; y) is l.w.r. to y.
Since (x; y) must be an edge from the partition of P(p; q), x is either in the interior of P(p; q), or on P(p; q). If x is in the interior, then we continue as we did for y with another edge that is l.w.r. to x, forming a legal path until we either reach a point on the boundary of CH(S) or a point on the boundary of P(p; q). In the former case, the legal path is complete. In the latter case, suppose, without loss of generality, that the point is on the path p. Then we can continue the legal path up to the rst point of p, again reaching the boundary of CH(S). 2
The following data structure will be de ned to simplify some of the algorithmic details.
De nition 2.12 Consider two points x; y 2 S. De ne a point w to be strongly visible with respect to a line segment (x; y), if x, y, and w form an empty triangle. Let the data structure MVE(x; y) be the list of points from the point set ordered counter-clockwise around x that are strongly visible from (x; y) and to the right of a directed line from x to y. MVE stands for \mutually visible and empty".
Note that the counter-clockwise ordering of strongly visible vertices to the right of (x; y) around x is the same as the counter-clockwise ordering around y.
De nition 2. This recurrence relation leads to an exponential solution for nding an MCP with respect to the point set S. Therefore, we need to consider an alternate approach for determining an MCP with respect to S.
De nition 2.16 Given a legal polygon P(p; q), let u and v be the end points of legal paths p and q, respectively. Let w 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w l be a subsequence of MVE(u; v) such that w i 2 P(q; p) for i = 1::l. De ne a \k-partition of P(p; q) with respect to (w.r.t.) w 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w l " to be a partition of P(p; q) into an empty k-polygon uz 1 z 2 :::z k?2 v] at the (u; v) face such that the (k + l)-polygon w l w l?1 :::w 2 w 1 uz 1 z 2 :::z k?2 v] is convex and empty, and the rest of P(p; q) is partitioned into the minimum number of convex polygons.
An example of a k-partition of P(p; q) w.r.t. vertices w 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w l is shown in gure 5. 
Proof. Let t i ; 1 i k ? 2 be any legal paths, with end points z i 2 P(p; q), that are completely within P(p; q) such that p is compatible with t 1 , t j is compatible with t j+1 and completely within P(t j?1 ; t j+1 ) where 1 j < i, and t i is compatible with q and completely within P(t i?1 ; q). Then Proof. The proof for recurrence relation (3) follows from lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. And the proof for recurrence relation (4) follows directly from lemma 2.3. The proof for recurrence relation (5) Proof. The proof will be done by induction on the cardinality of the legal polygons, P(p; q)#. The correctness of the algorithm follows from lemma 2.5 with the following base cases, P(p; q)# = 0. Therefore, the total number of legal polygons is O(n 2 h ).
The complexity of the number of legal polygons is also the same complexity involved in generating them in the preprocessing step. The value of k m can be determined in O(n 3 ) time 2]. In the algorithm itself, the same work is done for each legal polygon, P(p; q), as per lemma 2.5. The space complexity is O(n 2 h+3 ) to store the O 2 (p; q; a; b; k) data structure, the largest data structure. Observe that our dynamic programming algorithm can optimise other functions. For example, instead of minimising the number of convex cells in the decomposition, we can obtain a minimum weight convex decomposition by minimising the overall sum of the weights of the edges.
